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ABSTRACT
Normally bilateralization takes place in the presence of the Earth’s grav-
ity which produces torque, shear, tension and compression acting upon-the
naked aggregates of cytoplasm in the zygote which is only stabilized by a
weak cytoskeleton. In an initial examination of the effects of these
quantities on development, an expression is derived to describe the tenden-
cy of torque to rotate the egg and reorganize its constituents. This
expression yields the net torque resulting from buoyancy and gravity acting
upon a dumbbell shaped cell with heavy and light masses at either end and
‘floating’ in a medium, Using crude values for the variables, torques of
2.5 x 10_iS to 8.5 x 10_i dyne-cm are found to act upon cells ranging from
6.4 lIm to 31 mm (chicken egg). By way of camparison six microtubules can
exert a torque of 5 x iO-~ dyne-cm. (1) Gravity imparts torque to cells;
(2) torque is reduced to zero as gravity approaches zero; and (3) torque is
sensitive to cell size and particulate distribution. Cells must expend
energy to maintain positional homeostasis against gravity. Although not
previously recognized, Skylab 3 results support this hypothesis: tissue
cultures used 58% more glucose on Earth than in space. The implications
for developmental biology, physiology, genetics, and evolution are consid-
ered. At the cellular and tissue level the concept of “gravity receptors”
may be unnecessary.
INTRODUCTION
Contemplating the relationships among the gravitational force, the orienta-
tion of the egg relative to the direction of gravity, and the sperm entry
point as factors in the establishment of the bilaterality of the frog
zygote [1-4], I was led to a consideration of the forces which might be
involved. This resulted in the realization (1) that the force exerted upon
cells by gravity tends to induce cellular deformations or changes in orienta-
tion; (2) that the consequences of this action can best be appreciated
through a concept of positional homeostasis of the cell; (3) that the level
of energy utilization by the cell to maintain positional homeostasis may be
the only immediate evidence of its response to gravitational change; and
(4~ that the energy expended for positional homeostasis represents a costly
component of basal metabolism at Earth gravity.
The matters under consideration apply to the action of gravity upon cytoplas-
mic aggregates of the size present in eggs, and upon many kinds of cells
and larger units of biological structure. The effects of the action of
gravity on cells the size of bacteria (average size 1.5 urn), or cellular
structures such as ribosomes, or molecular constituents of cells drop
rapidly toward zero as the size of the particle decreases. This evaluation
derives from Pollard [5] who has shown that when small masses are involved
(below about 10 Mm), the rapid random motion caused by Brownian movement
increasingly overcomes the “slow, purposeful motion induced by gravity.”
However, depending upon their orientation to gravity, structures from about
5 to 10 Mmand larger tend to be twisted, flattened or stretched.
The literature is replete with evidence that for normal function cells must
maintain specific shapes and positions: defined cellular interactions are
critical to early embryogenesis; cells in tissues must maintain precise
orientations relative to their sources of nutrients, the objects of their
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actions, and the depots for their secretions; cells in culture change their
products depending upon the physical relationships established among them
[61. Other examples abound. It is evident, then, that positional homeosta-
sis, or the maintenanceof the cell’s normal presentation to its environment,
is essential to normal function and that the cell or its neighbors must ex-
pend energy in maintaining its shape and position to the extent that gravity
tends to degrade this presentation.
The energy for positional homeostasis must be expended in the fabrication,
maintenance and use of structures which provide motility or which hold the
cell in specific relationship to its environment. If a cell exposed to
modified gravity (such as in space or on a centrifuge) already has structures
and biochemical mechanisms adapted to this purpose, the only evident change
in response to the modified gravity may be the level of energy expenditure.
If, however, the available mechanisms are not appropriate to the demands of
positional hoxneostasis, either deficient or in excess, feedback control
systems, perhaps operating at the genetic level, must certainly be activated
to modify the machinery of the cell in order to adapt it to the levelffi of
energy required for positional homeostasis. If such modifications do occur,
they should be evident in cells exposed to gravitational change. Such re-
sponses would be most pronounced during early development, such as at the -
time of bilateralization, when mechanisms involved in cell stabilization are
poorly elaborated.
This paper presents these concepts, which are of significance for the design
of biological experiments in space, and cites suggestive evidence from exper-
iments conducted on Skylab 3. Torque is arbitrarily chosen as the quantity
to illustrate the action of gravity as its description is straightforward,
reasonable values for the parameters needed for its calculation are avail-
able, and it plays a particularly significant role in the bilateralization of
the egg. It may, however, represent only a small part of the tendency of
gravity to deform and displace cells and cell assemblages. Other relevant
quantities such as shear, tension, compression and positional translation
will be considered in another context.
THE PHYSICS OF GRAVITATIONAL ACTION ON CELLS
Torque, L, the moment of force, is a measure of the tendency of a force to
produce rotation about an axis. It is calculated as
L = Fd sin 0, (1)
where F is force; d sin 0, the lever arm, is the product of distance, d, mea-
sured from the center of the mass upon which the force is applied to the axis
of rotation, and sin 0, in which 0 is the angle between F and d. In the cgs
system the unit of F is the dyne or the force needed “to give acceleration of
one centimeter per second per second to one gram of mass”; d is measured in
centimeters; so that the unit of L is a dyne-centimeter. Note that the ori-
entation of d with respect to the direction of the gravitational force is of
significance as it changes the value of d sin 0.
Work (in ergs) is Fs, force acting through a distance, s; torque is force
acting on a lever arm. Displacement is a prerequisite for work, but not for
torque. Work done in rotation is LO, where 0 is the angle through which the
torque acts.
For the sake of simplicity we will assume a symmetrical, elongated cell im-
mersed and free-floating in a fluid medium on Earth where the acceleration of
gravity is about 980 cm/sec
2. In an initial approximation, to avoid compli-
cations resulting from consideration of the relationship between the cell
surface and the medium, we will think of the cell as a dumbbell (Fig. 1)
This dumbbell is a shell. The balls at each end displace medium and thus
produce buoyancy. We will think of the mass of the cell as distributed in
the form of a solid dumbbell within the shell, with one end, H, containing
dense storage granules as the “solute”, the other end, L, ligifter than the
medium, containing oil vacuoles as the “solute.” The volumes of the masses
at each end of the solid dumbbell, VH and VL, are concentric with the balls
of the shell but need not be equal. Thus w~take VH < VBH > VEL > VL where
VBH > 0 and VH and V~, are both > 0. We will also c~nsid~ the cell to be ri-
g~, both along its axis and in its orientation to gravity, for the instant
in time to which the calculation applies, recognizing that cells are dynamic
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Fig.l The floating cell model used in this study. H and I. are
the heavy and light masses of the cell. r is the ra~ius a! the
heavy mass. £~ is the length of the cell; 2, the distance be-
tween the centers of the heavy and light masses; d~and dL, the
distances from these centers, respectively, to thecenter of mass,
c.m., of the cell. VN and VL are the volumes of H and L and VBH
and VBL are the volum?s of t~e buoyant spheres su~rounding Vii ~d
VL, Pj~ and FL are the force of gravity and F~ii and FBL are the
b~oyanE force?, respectively, acting on ii and L. g s~ws the
direction of gravity and 0 is the angle between F and 2. rn is
the medium in which the cell is suspended.
and that for longer intervals shape distortion and tumbling would occur.
These would necessitate the consideration of additional factors which would
not change the conclusions of this treatment. -
Such a cell tends to rotate about its center of mass, c.m., so that the sum
of the torques is
(2)
and from (1) —
= FHdH sin 0 - FLdL sin 0. (3)
Force is
F=ma (4)
where in is mass in grams and a is linear acceleration in cm/sec2, and, in
this case, is g, the acceleration due to gravity.
Mass equals the product of its volume, V, and its density, p (g/cc), or
m=Vp. (5)
But, the effective mass is influenced by buoyancy, the weight of the fluid
displaced, VBPIU, where pm is the density of the medium. In fact, for the
solutes whosi masses are m~and m~,
Effective mass of H = - VBHPm (6)
and
Effective mass of L = — VBLPTh.
From (3), (4), (6) and (7) net torque is
Lnet = g sin 0 ~dM(mH - VBHp~) - dL(mL - ~ (8)
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The distance, 2, between the centers of each mass is’the sum of dH and dL,
the distances from the centers of each mass to the axis of rotati5n. Leflgths
dii and dL, in turn, are the fractions of I determined by the proportion of
eHch mas~to the total mass, and, measuring to the axis of rotation from m~
for dii and from mr. for dL, are —
dH = 2mL/(mH + mL)
dL = ZmH/(mH + IrL~). (10)
Substituting (9) and (10) in (8) and rearranging gives
m.dVBL - OILVBH
Lnet = g2. sin 0 m
1~+ inL (11)
Using (5) to express (11) in terms of V and p gives
VHVBLPH - VLVBHPL
L = gI sin 8 p . (12)net in V~p~+ VLPL
Expressed as radii, r, of the respective volumes, (12) becomes
33 33
Lnet = 4/3~g2 sin ~ ~ rHrB~PH r~rBHPL (13)
rHPH + rLPL
But, 2 = a10 when 0<a<l
and, from the volume relationships specified above
rH = brBH when 0<b<l,
rBL = crBH when 0<c<l,
rL = drBL when 0<d<l.
Then, by substitution, (13) becomes
(3 3
Lnet = 4/3rg a20c
3r~ 8 ~ ~b3PH+c3d3QL} (14)
It is evident that in addition to torque, the cell must contend with tension,
shear and compression between m~and mH as 8 changes from 0°to 1800. As
arguments concerning these quantities accent the conclusions of this presen-
tation, they are not treated here. We will also disregard Stoke’s Law which
gives the rate of fall of a small sphere in a viscous fluid under the force
of gravity, viscosity which considers internal friction in the system, and
surface tension which considers tension in the surface of separation between
the cell and the medium. This is possible because, although these parameters
influence the displacement and the response time of the cell, they do not
change the torque attributable to gravity at the instant under consideration.
Brownian movement, another source of force which, although random, influences
cells, is, as noted in the introduction, too small a force to significantly
influence cells and structures of the size under consideration here.
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ILLUSTRATIVE ROTATIONAL EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON CELLS
To give concrete meaning to this model and to illustrate values of torque
for hypothetical cells on Earth, we will assume m~and ml. are separated by
3/4 the length, ~o, of the cell (a=3/4), are of equal volume and fill the
buoyant volumes (b=cd=l), are spherical with radii 1/8 the length of the
cell (rBH = £o/8), and are horizontal (6 = 900) at the instant of measure-
ment. WTth these assumptions (14) is simplified to
Lnet = lTg Pin : = 624Prn~ H~L] . (15)
Let us choose as a hypothetical example a cell 6.4 Mmlong (e.g., the size of
a sarcoma cell [7]). This cell is chosen as its size is near the upper limit
for the size of bacteria, near the lower limit for the size of animal and
plant cells, and near the value, 10 Mm, below which Pollard [5] suggests the
action of Brownian movement may overpower the action of gravity. This cell
is in peritoneal fluid (Pm = 1.012 [8]) with glycogen granules (PH = 1.51 [9])
at nuii and oil vacuoles (p~ = 0.918 [9]) at mnj,,. We find this celltends to
rota~Ee with a Lnet of 2.5x lO~~dyne-cm. ‘1~o appreciate the order of magni-
tude of this torque it is of interest that the 6 microtubules in each axopo-
dium of the heliozoan, Heterophrys ‘marina, generate a total force of l0—~ or
lO_6 dynes [10). Operating on the lever arm of the 6.4 urn cell this would
yield a torque of ‘~5x l0~ dyne—cm; much smaller if the actual lever arm of
a microtubule were known.
Examining the influence of the medium by substituting sea water (Pm 1.025
[11]) for the peritoneal fluid around this same cell, also yields ~.5 x 10_13
dyne—cm. Substituting a larger cell (e.g. epidermnal cell), 30 urn in diameter
[7] in peritoneal fluid, keeping other factors the same, yields a torque of
1.2 x lO_10 dyne—cm.
Using the 30 jiTh cell but attaching its heavy end to a perpendicular substrate,
and adjusting the assumptions concerning the axis of rotation by modifying
expression (8), yields Lnet of 9.4 x lO~ dyne-cm; or attaching it at the
light end yields L~etof 29 x l0_11 dyne-cm.
We turn now to frog eggs as representatives of large cells and use expression
(14). Take for Rana pipiens an egg diameter, Lo, of 1700 Mm, a p~ of 1.3 and
a relative Vii of’T?or the vegetal region and a PL of 0.9 and a rilative VL
of 1 for the animal region. These p and V valuesThre based on sucrose graai—
ent centrifugation studies of R. pipiens eggs [12,13). Pm for perivitelline
fluid is chosen as 1.007 based on the specific gravity of’~amniotic and duo-
denal fluid [8]. The constants a, b, c, d, and sin 0 are, respectively, 0.5,
1, 0.693, 3. and 1. rBH is 0.05. Using these estimates, the Lnet for R.
pipiens eggs is 3.7 xT03 dyne—cm or 1.5 x 1010 times the torque tending torevolve the 6.4 inn sarcoma cell in peritoneal fluid. Assuming for Xenopus
laevis an egg diameter of 1450 Mm [14] and the other values as for R. pipiens,
Lnet is 2.0 x l0~ dynes-cm.
At a greater extreme we examine the oocyte, yolk, of the chicken, Gallus
gallus [15]. Its polar diameter, £~, is 31 inn with the blatodisc and nucleus
of Pander occupying a volume with a radius, r~, of 3 nun and a p~of 1.027.
The remainder of the yolk has a radius, nH, oT 12.5 mmand a p~Thf 1.032.
This yolk floats in an albumin medium wits a p~ of 1.04. The Eonstants a, b,
c, d and sin 0 of expression (14) are, respectTvely, 0.5, 1, 0.24, 1 and 1.
These values generate an Lnet of 8.5 x 10--’ dyne-cm for the chicken egg.
The same calculations may be attempted on a human egg, diameter 89 Miii [7), if
one assumes a polarized heterogeneity which, aside from the eccentric loca-
tion of the nucleus, has not been seriously investigated. Choosing conserva-
tive values of p~j = 1.1, PL = 0.95, Pm = 1.007, relative V
11 = 2 and relative
VL = 1 (compare with the v~luesfor R~pipiens chosen abov~) yields a Lnet of
1~5x l08 dyne—cm.
Several things are evident from these examples, even with the imperfections
in the values chosen for the various parameters: (1) gravity imparts torque
to cells, (2) since this torque is proportional to g, it is reduced to zero
as gravitational acceleration is reduced to zero, and (3) the torque is
highly sensitive to the size of the cell and the distribution of its subcel-
lular particulates.
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POSITIONAL HONEOSTASIS AND THE IRRELEVANCE OF ‘GRAVITY
RECEPTORS” AT THE CELLULAR LEVEL
As noted in the introduction, the presentation of a cell to its environment,
including neighboring cells, is critical to the normal development and func-
tion of all but the most primitive cells and certain specialized cells such
as erythrocytes. It may be assumed that to assure appropriate presentation,
free cells and cells in organized assemblages have evolved mechanisms working
against the force of gravity which tends to shift them away from necessary
relationships. The mechanisms suggested by conclusion (3), above, are for
the cell to limit its size (note that torque bears a fourth power relation-
ship to cell length) and to minimize the polarization of distribution of its
high and low density particulates. As functional considerations often dic-
tate cell length and polarization of particulates, cilia, flagella, pseudopo—
dia and other cellular projections can serve to stabilize free cells, while
ground substances, cellular interdigitations, other intercellular structures
and packing within an assembly can serve this purpose for multicellular sys-
tems. In the case of both free cells and cells in multicellular systems,
intracellular structures such as microfilaments and microtubules would also
be involved as energy transducers.
Hypothesis 1: Energy, to the extent needed to counteract
the action of gravitational force, must be expended by the
cell to maintain its position dynamically or by the cell or
its neighbors to create and maintain the structures involved
in holding it in position.
In the absence of gravity, as in space, this requirement for energy expendi-
ture is reduced to zero.
This hypothesis does not imply or require any changes in morphology or bio-
chemistry in response to gravity, only that greater or lesser energy be ex-
pended to maintain the homeostatic state; in this case the houneostasis of
position.
Note also that this hypothesis does not exclude the possibility of structural
or biochemical change. In the introduction it was pointed out that if cells
exposed to gravitational change possessed the structures and biochemical
mechanisms needed for positional houneostasis the only response of the cell to
the gravitational change (either increase or decrease) would be the changed
level of energy expenditure. There would be no morphological evidence of
this changed energy expenditure. Also, that if the gravitational change (in-
crease, changed orientation) required stabilization beyond the capacity of
the available machinery, feedback control systems, perhaps acting at the ge-
netic level, would be activated to produce the required machinery and this
would result in morphological change. Depending upon the demands of the sys-
tem, this morphological change might only involve changes in the numbers of
microfilaments and microtubules. Beyond this, gravitational change (decrease,
clinostat) which reduced the energy requirements for positional homeostasis
might, through feedback control, inhibit the maintenance and replacement of
structures and biochemical mechanisms involved in positional homeostasis.
The feedback control response to increased demands (microgravity to 1 g; 1 g
to centrifuge or repositioning) on positional homeostasis may be expected to
be quite rapid while the response to decreased demands (centrifuge to 1 g,
1 g to microgravity or clinostat) would not be driven by necessity a i might
only become evident after an extended period. On the other hand, positional
homeostasis may be only one of the functions of the mechanisms under consid-
eration. In that case feedback control emanating from these other functions
could maintain and replace these mechanisms independent of the demand for
positional homeostasis and, aside from changes in enerqy expenditure, there
would be no evidence of adaptation regardless of the gravitational exposure.
These concepts are amenable to experimental evaluation.
By way of reiteration, all cells from about 10 Mmor larger [5] are signifi-
cantly subjected to the force of gravity and energy must be expended dynam-
ically or in the fabrication and maintenance of structures to counteract this
influence; otherwise the presentation of the cell to its environment will be
modified. Indeed, since cells are increasingly subjected to displacement by
Brownian movement as size decreases below about 10 Mm, and since they are
subjected to an ever greater tendency to distortion or displacement by gravi-
tational force as size increases (fourth power function of cell length in the
case of torque) the combined effects of Brownian movement and gravity may be
important factors, along with others such as diffusion distance and surface/
volume relationships, in determining that so many cells fall in the size
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range of 10 to 30 urn. Special gravity receptors, transducers and communica-
tions systems are not needed as the cell itself is, as suggested by Pollard







grated over all the cells in a tissue or structure may suffice to produce a
tissue or organ response if the gravitational force is changed. The search







tence of specialized gravity receptors for complex integrated systems is not
excluded.
IMPLICATIONS FOR STUDIES O~’ WEIGHTLESSNESSON CELLS
AND EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORTOF THE HYPOTHESIS
Two circumstances have inhibited the space program from undertaking studies
on the influence of gravity at the cellular level. One of these has been the
work of Pollard [~] which showed that Brownian movement dominated gravita-
tional forces at the level of subcellular particulates and bacteria. The
other has been the work by Montgomery and his colleagues [16) that did not
recognize differences between tissue cultures flown in Skylab 3 and maintain-
ed on Earth.
One must agree that “weightlessness should not be studied in bacterial cells”
[5] for which there is no evidence that positional homeostasis is of impor-
tance, but also one must not forget Pollard’s comment that for larger cells
“the situation is altogether different” For larger cells, or cells for
which positional homeostasis is of importance, whether in the free-floating
state, attached, or in assemblages, studies under conditions of weightless-
ness or hypergravity may be revealing.
The work by Montgomery et al [16] must be reinterpreted in the light of the
considerations presented in this paper. They conducted a wide variety of
morphological and biochemical analyses on human cells flown in Skylab 3 for
from 1 to 59 days and on control cultures maintained on Earth. They con-
cluded:
“There are no differences between the flight and control cell cultures.
“Minor unexplained differences have been found in biochemical constituents of
the used flight and control media. Our present opinion is that these changes
are of no significance.
“Within the limits of the experimental design, it was found that a zero-
gravity environment produced no detectable effects on Wistar-38 human embry-
onic lung cells in tissue culture.”
Examining their text for the unexplained differences found in the media one
finds: “There is an unexplained difference in glucose concentration in the
used control culture medium (75 ing percent) and the flight culture medium
(93 rng percent).” Fresh medium contained glucose at “124.0 zig percent.”
Thus the control cells used “49 mg percent” while the flight cells used “33.
mg percent.” No other datum in this study was directly related to energy ex-
penditure on the part of the cells in these cultures.
There are some difficulties in evaluating this Skylab 3 result on glucose in
the culture media as flight opportunities have not been available for confir-
matory experiments. It is tempting, therefore, to write it of f as an uncon-
trolled experimental situation. However, this begs the fact that they [16]
report remarkably consistent data for 27 constituents in fresh medium and in
replicate flight and control media, especially since greater reliability can
be expected of analyses for glucose than for many of the other constituents.
The fact that of all the results presented in tabular form, these authors ad-
dressed only the glucose results in the text, and, using the expression “our
present opinion”, commented upon them again in the conclusions, suggests that
their denial of significance for the results arose not from lack of conf i-
dence in the analyses but from the lack of a conceptual basis for recognizing
significance.
Montgomery et al [16] also reported that no differences between flight and
control cultures were found for cell attachment, confluency, migration,
layering, elongation, alignment, membrane movement, and several other struc-
tural parameters. All these activities require energy expenditure in a grav-
itational field. They also reported that the entoplasm was rich in micro-
tubules and microfilaments although these were not quantitated.
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Accepting their data for the reasons stated, it would seem that contrary to
their conclusion, Montgomery et al. [16] presented evidence for an effect of
a zero—gravity environment on these cells. Their data suggest that the
Earth-bound cells used 58% more glucose, i.e. l00(49-31)/31, and thus an
equivalently greater amount of energy, than did the flown cells. Their re-
sults fit the hypothesis presented above remarkably well: Cells relieved of
the need to expend energy in maintaining positional homeostasis seemed to use
less energy and, as predicted, this decreased energy expenditure was not,
during this 59 day period, accompanied by changes in structure or biochemical
mechanisms. The surprise is that the energy needed for positional homeosta—
sis was as great as their data seemed to imply. Undoubtedly torque was not
the only effect of gravity responsible for this energy expenditure. Other
relevant quantities are noted in the Introduction. Perhaps it should be ex-
pected, however, when one considers the force of contraction generated by the
integration over an entire muscle mass of the small torques produced by each
bridge between muscle filaments (2.6 x l013 dyne—cm calculated from data
presented in the literature [17,18]), or by the fact that the body must
counteract the torque produced by gravity when it acts on any structural com-
ponent of the body (e.g. 3.6 x l0~ dyne-cm on the human forearm held horizon-
tally across the front of the body)
I suggest that the Skylab 3 results of Montgomery et al. (16] are of great
significance. They support another hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Evolution in a 1 g environment has been
accompanied by the elaboration of a cellular machinery
for the maintenance of positional homeostasis and,
energetically, this is a costly investment.
If the data presented in Montgomery et al (16] are verified, then hypothesis
2 suggests that the energy for positional homeostasis ~must be a major compo-
nent of what is normally labeled basal metabolism. It further suggests that
causes for the nutritional and physiological problems which have been en-
countered during space flight exposure must be sought at the level of cellu-
lar and tissue metabolic expenditure in the maintenance of positional
homeostasis as well as at the level of exercise physiology. One is struck by
several observations. First, the metabolism of calcium, so important to in-
tercellular ligands, sustentacular tissues and contractile mechanisms, is
perturbed in space in a direction suggesting reduced dependence on these en-
tities which are of importance to positional hoxneostasis. Second, in meta-
zoans the vital organs are situated in the body in such a manner as to
minimize the frequency, rapidity and magnitude of exposure to changes in the
direction of gravity. Thus, the vital organs of quadruped and biped animals
are clustered about their longitudinal axis rather than being distributed in
appendages. This minimizes the frequency and rapidity of changes in the ori-
entation of these organs to the direction of gravity, and when such changes
occur they seldom exceed an angel of 900.
While some aspects of these hypotheses can be tested on centrifuges at g > 1,
their full examination probably can not be accomplished on Earth. Carefully
designed experiments in low-gravity environments will be needed. There is an
additional need to explore the genetic parameters of the possible feedback
control mechanisms discussed above relevant to the fabrication, maintenance
and use of the structural and biochemical mechanisms demanded by the require-
ments for positional homeostasis.
These matters may also be related to questions concerning the initiation of
development. It is significant that, during early development, mechanisms to
maintain positional homeostasis have not yet become established. Gravita-
tional changes could be expected to have more pronounced effects at these
stages than at later stages. This is particularly true for the egg which
contains naked cytoplasm in mass aggregates and without any means of stabi-
lization except through the agency of the cytoskeleton. It is to be expected
that the instability of the cytoskeleton of the egg at the time of normal
syxnmetrization would render this period particularly susceptible to gravi-
tational changes (4,19].
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SUMMARY
Every gram of mass in every organism on Earth is directly acted upon by grav-
ity at a force of 980 dynes. Using relevant formulations and simplifying
assumptions, it was shown that on Earth the force due to gravity imparts
torque to cells, namely 2.5 x 1013 to 8.5 x 10~ dyne-cm for 6.4 um to 31 nun
cells, respectively. These figures compare with 4.9 x l0-~ dyne—cm calcula-
ted for 6 microtubules acting on a lever arm.
- Since the presentation of cells to their environment is critical, it is evi-
dent that they maintain what is defined here as positional homeostasis.
Energy to counteract the torque generated by gravity must be expended by the
cell or its neighbors to maintain positional houneostasis,either dynamically
or through the creation and maintenance of appropriate stabilizing structures.
At zero gravity this requirement for energy expenditure is zero. Thus cells
in space may be expected to use less energy than do cells on Earth and this
may or may not be accompanied by structural or biochemical changes depending
upon the nature of mechanisms which maintain the machinery for positional
homeostasis.
This hypothesis is supported by the Skylab 3 results of Montgomery et al.
[16] who present data suggesting that control cells on Earth used 58% more
glucose than did the cells in space. This suggests that positional homeosta—
sis is a costly component of basal metabolism.
The implications of this hypothesis for evolution, physiology, genetics and
developmental biology both on Earth and in space are noted, including the
conclusion that at the cellular and tissue level the postulation of special
“gravity receptors” may not be necessary.
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